
Zoom meeting call 12/3/2020 

Attendees: Janelle Moyer, Leslye Garlin, Melissa Barlett 

Meeting was called due to conflict with the purchase of boards and cages. 

Michael Lee does not feel like he wants to buy both sets of boards, he only wants to buy 4 cages, and 

one set of boards. Which means the initial signed contract will be null and void, and boosters will retain 

one set of boards.   Michael Lee said he will honor the contract if necessary.  Michael Lee asked to 

rewrite the contract and include the purchase of one set of boards and 4 cages.  

It was indicated in text message from Michael Lee to Janelle Moyer that he was approached by Sharon 

Herlocher and she indicated that with his purchase of the boards comes the understanding that he will 

allow for the use of the boards to her as long as she is the State College SD Hockey coach. Prior to this 

conversation with Sharon Herlocher, Michael Lee had agreed to the contract and was making 

arrangements to pick up the remaining boards and cages this Friday, December 4, 2020.  After his 

conversation with Sharon Herlocher his stance changed. 

Sharon Herlocher, as the State College SD Field Hockey Coach wants to use one set of boards, and pop 

cages free of charge for invitation only club.  This evening Melissa Barlett was approached by Sein Meily 

of Blue Lions private club asking if we were still selling the remaining board, because he was made 

aware of Michael Lee not purchasing all the boards and cages.  Melissa Barlett indicated to Sean Meily 

she did not know what the status was at that point.  Melissa Barlett presented this to the boosters as an 

option, and offer the purchase of the boards to both clubs.   

The officers discussed back and forth how to move forward legally and ethically with the distribution of 

the remaining field hockey boards to support and promote the State College SD Field Hockey program.  

Jen Morocko and Melissa Barlett brought up the ethical factor of just giving them to Blue Stripe to use 

for the season, the club is invitation only with members from other school districts, therefor not a high 

school/middle school program supporting State College SD exclusively.  The same is the case for Blue 

Lions, fee for service, and not aligned or delegated to growing the game for the State College SD.    

Melissa Barlett had to leave the zoom and asked for a vote to ask Michael to honor the contract as it is 

written.  If he does not want to do that, Melissa Barlett suggested the use of remaining boards goes to a 

vote to the full boosters board, with explanation of where and who the boards will be going to or used 

by. 

The vote is to ask Michael Lee to honor the original signed contract: 

  Agreed:  Melissa Barlett,  

 Disagreed:    

 Undecided:  Janelle Moyer, Jen Morocko, Leslye Garlin 

 

Melissa Barlett exited Zoom meeting at this time 

 


